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ABSTRACT

A lightweight method uses a few extraction patterns in the task of
distinguishingWikipedia articles that are classes (“Walled garden”,
“Garden”) from other articles (“High Hazels Park”). The method ac-
quires a set of classes, based on patterns targeting phrases that
likely refer to either concepts being introduced or defined (“awalled
garden is a garden [..]”); or to concepts used to introduce or define
other concepts (“a walled garden is a garden [..]”). Experimental
results over multiple evaluation sets are better, when relying on
defined phrases alone vs. defining phrases alone; and further im-
proved, when combining complementary evidence from both.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Information systems→Content analysis and feature selection;
• Computing methodologies → Information extraction.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Motivation: Wikipedia and knowledge repositories derived from
it are useful in a variety of tasks. They pertain to knowledge ac-
quisition from text [12, 14, 18, 30–32], text analysis [22, 23] and in-
formation retrieval [3, 5, 6, 15, 16, 24, 28, 33] including commercial
Web search, helping to potentially transform search results from
sets of hyperlinks to relevant documents into sets of concepts di-
rectly relevant to users’ queries [26]. Most Wikipedia articles cor-
respond to concepts that are instances (“Wynnewood Valley Park

Sensory Garden”) as opposed to classes (“Garden”). This reflects in
part the encyclopedic nature of Wikipedia and in part the expecta-
tion that instances naturally dominate classes in sheer count. But
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multiple language editions of Wikipedia contain millions of arti-
cles each, making the subset of Wikipedia articles that are likely
classes significant in size, both in absolute and relative even to re-
sources whose focus is specifically not on instances but classes,
such asWordNet [9]. Distinguishing articles that are classes would
benefit Wikipedia and knowledge repositories derived from it.
Contributions: The method proposed in this paper relies on the
text of Wikipedia articles, in order to automatically detect a subset
of articles within Wikipedia that are classes. For this purpose, the
method identifies text fragments likely containing noun phrases
referring to countable concepts that are either being defined (“a
walled garden is a garden [..]”), similarly to [20]; or used in defin-

ing other concepts (“a walled garden is a garden [..]”), unlike [20].
The phrases are disambiguated to their corresponding Wikipedia
articles (titled “Walled garden”, “Garden”) based on link data read-
ily available within Wikipedia. The method requires no linguistic
preprocessing tools such as part of speech taggers, named entity
recognizers, syntactic or semantic parsers or any other, making it
simpler to port to other languages. Evaluation over multiple evalu-
ation sets gives encouraging results, when exploiting both defined
phrases as well as defining phrases.

2 DETECTION OF CLASSES

Task Definition: The task being addressed is the acquisition (i.e.,
selection) of a subset of Wikipedia articles that are classes. A class
is a placeholder for a set of instances that share common proper-
ties. The acquisition is equivalent to attaching annotations toWiki-
pedia articles, whenever they are classes.
DetectingDefinitionalConstructs: The decisionwhether aWiki-
pedia article is a class relies on two types of (case insensitive) evi-
dence available in the article, which apply to English and to many
other languages, including Romance and Germanic languages:
Defined Phrases (Dfd): If a sentence from the article matches one
of the following language-specific patterns, then the fragment H
from the sentence may be a countable phrase being defined:
(En): [a|an] H [was|is] (Fr): [un|une] H [était|est]
(Es): [un|una] H [fue|es]

Defining Phrases (Dng): If a sentence from the article matches one
of the following language-specific patterns, then the fragment H
from the sentence may be a phrase being used to define another:
(En): [was|is] [a|an] H (Fr): [était|est] [un|une] H
(Es): [fue|es] [un|una] H

Locating Phrase Boundaries: The patterns that target defined
phrases (Dfd) encode sufficient information to determine the left
and right boundaries of the fragmentsH . That is not the case, how-
ever, for patterns that extract defining phrases (Dng): the right-side
boundary of the fragments H remains to be determined.
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For simplicity, as an alternative to using other text analysis tools,
the right-side boundaries of fragments H in defining phrase pat-
terns are determined in two steps. First,H is further required to be
identical to the anchor text of any of the outgoing internal links
from the article. An outgoing internal link is a hyperlink from the
article to another Wikipedia article. If multiple such anchor texts
exist, the longest is retained. Second, H is further required to be
such that its last token is immediately followed by a separating
token. A separating token is approximated to be either one of a
set of known prepositions in the respective language (e.g., “about”,
“from”, “in” etc., for English); or one of a small set of relative pro-
nouns (“whose”, “which”, “that”, for English); or a potential sen-
tence terminator (i.e., a dot). If the requirements in both steps are
satisfied, the right-side boundary of the defining phraseH has been
identified, as being the end of the anchor text. Otherwise, the pat-
tern match is ignored and the fragment H discarded.

If a sentence matches a pattern and a fragmentH is successfully
extracted, the fragmentH constitutes a defined phrase (if extracted
with Dfd) or defining phrase (if extracted with Dng).

To illustrate, consider the sentence “A Philosophical Garden is a

garden whose design reflects [..]” from the Wikipedia article “Philo-
sophical garden”. The sentence matches a Dfd pattern and, more in-
terestingly, a Dng pattern. For the latter, the fragmentH that starts
immediately after “is a” in the sentence a) is identical to the anchor
text “garden” of an outgoing internal link from the article “Philo-

sophical garden” to the article “Garden”; and b) is immediately fol-
lowed by a separating token, namely the relative pronoun “whose”.
Therefore, the fragment “garden” is extracted from the sentence as
a defining phrase. In another example, the sentence “We Will Fol-

low: A Tribute to U2 is a U2 tribute album recorded by [..]” from the
Wikipedia article “We Will Follow: A Tribute to U2” also initially
matches a Dng pattern. The longest fragment H immediately after
“is a” in the sentence that is identical to the anchor text of any out-
going internal link is “U2”. The token immediately following it in
the sentence is “tribute”. Since the token is not a separating token,
the initial pattern match and the fragment “U2” are discarded.

The proposed patterns are inspired by the popular lexical pat-
terns introduced in [2, 13] and still in widespread use in extracting
IsA relations from text [10, 25, 27, 31]. In comparison to [13], where
patterns target pairs of a hyponym and hypernym as done in [13],
the patterns here target only one side of such possible pairs, re-
gardless of whether the other side could or could not be extracted
from the text surrounding the patterns in the articles. The set of
patterns is not meant to be exhaustive in extracting classes.
Mapping Phrases to Articles: Defined phrases as well as defin-
ing phrases are mapped to their corresponding Wikipedia articles,
effectively disambiguating them. The procedure is different, de-
pending on whether the phrases are defined or defining phrases.

Defined phrases are mapped to the article from which they are
extracted, if the phrases are identical to the article title after nor-
malization to lowercase. The defined phrase “Philosophical Gar-

den”, extracted from the sentence “A Philosophical Garden is a gar-

den whose design reflects [..]”, is mapped to the Wikipedia article
containing the sentence, namely “Philosophical garden”.

Defining phrases are mapped to the article to which the outgo-
ing internal link, whose anchor text gave the longest match against

the sentence, points. In the same example sentence “A Philosophi-

cal Garden is a garden whose design reflects [..]”, the defining phrase
“garden” is matched against the hyperlink whose anchor text was
matched against the phrase, namely the article “Garden”.
Acquisition from Wikipedia: Through mapping to their corre-
sponding articles, defined phrases and defining phrases are effec-
tively converted (disambiguated) into defined and defining articles.
Those articles are extracted as classes, based on defined (Dfd) or
defining (Dng) constructs as evidence. The set of articles extracted
as classes is the union of the sets of classes extracted by any of the
individual types of evidence, namely defined vs. defining phrases.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

Data Source: The experiments rely on a snapshot of Wikipedia
from which disambiguation or redirect pages are discarded.
Evaluation Sets: Three evaluation sets introduced in [20] serve as
the source data for testing the proposed method. Each evaluation
set consists in pairs of a Wikipedia article in English and a gold
label indicating whether the article is a class or not. The evaluation
sets are derived automatically fromWordNet [9] (SW ); or through
manual annotation of samples ofWikipedia articles (SD , SQ ). They
contain 5,735 (SW ), 2,000 (SD ) and 1,000 (SQ ) entries, divided into
547 and 5,188 (SW ), 73 and 1,927 (SD ) and 362 and 628 (SQ ) gold
classes and gold non-classes respectively.
Experimental Runs: The evaluation relies on a variety of experi-
mental runs. They extract classes among articles in a combination
of one or more of {En, Fr, Es}, for English vs. French vs. Spanish ar-
ticles respectively; and using a combination of one or more of {Dfd,
Dng}, for extraction based on occurrences of defined vs. defining
phrases. For example, whereas run E[En,Df d ] extracts classes from
English articles based on defined phrases, E[Fr ,Df d∪Dnд] extracts
from French articles based on defined and defining phrases. When
enabling multiple languages or multiple types of evidence, they
are required to be satisfied disjunctively (any) rather than conjunc-
tively (all), before extracting an article as a class. Only for the pur-
pose of evaluation, unless stated differently, when an article, in
a language edition other than English (e.g., “Glande endocrine” in
French), is extracted as a class by any experimental run, it is au-
tomatically either mapped to its equivalent English article, if any
(e.g., “Endocrine gland”); or discarded.
Baseline Runs: In the first baseline, BAcl , all Wikipedia articles
in English are uniformly extracted as classes. A separate baseline
that uniformly does not extract any Wikipedia articles as classes
is not considered or evaluated, since its precision would be unde-
fined and its recall zero. The second baseline, BWrb , is a rule-based
method [20] that uses defined phrases as well as two other types
of evidence based on occurrences of the title of a Wikipedia article
in the article text, to decide whether the article is a class or not.
By comparing against the second baseline, the proposed method is
also transitively compared to other baselines (e.g., [19, 34]) against
which the baseline itself was compared in [20].

4 EVALUATION RESULTS

Evaluation Metrics: Given the output set of classes extracted by
a particular run, where the classes are Wikipedia articles, its qual-
ity and coverage are computed automatically relative to one of
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Examples of Extracted Classes
Language (X?): En:
A-type main-sequence star, Arena, Consort of instruments, Contact
sport, Incentive, Inductor, Limit ordinal, Paddle steamer, Passion (mu-
sic), Path graph, Round barn, Satyr, Square knot (mathematics), Station
(Australian agriculture), Synonym (taxonomy), Taskbar, Town square,
Volcanic plug, Wide receiver
Language (X?): Fr:
Avion militaire, Bidon (récipient), Blouson, Bouteille, Colorant, Cor-
regimiento, Cratère volcanique, Église-halle, Facteur de risque, Fonction
gaussienne, Hutte, Matelas, Nuage de points (statistique), Organisme de
normalisation, Pli (géologie), Poste de traite, Réseau de Bravais, Salle
d’exposition, Scintillateur, Service web, Visiocasque
Language (X?): Es:
Algoritmo cuántico, Aminoácido, Arseniato, Banco, Cuórum, Dic-
cionario, Ecomuseo, Epítome, Estación de trabajo de audio digital, Fun-
ción analítica, Grupo abeliano, Hernia, Mancha (suciedad), Numerón-
imo, Nunatak, Proceso estocástico, Representación de grupo, Salón del
automóvil, Sistema electoral, Sustancia simple, Tormenta, Tubérculo

Table 1: Examples of Wikipedia articles extracted as classes

simultaneously by Dfd and Dng from some language (X?)

Evidence (Y?): Examples of Extracted Classes

Language (X?): En:
Dfd: Analyser, CAT(k) group, Cable-backed bow, Caret, Core concern,

Covered warrant, Debenture (sport), Electrophysiology study, Eyelash
curler, Immediately-invoked function expression, Koniscope, Message
consumer, Motivational poster, NIH shift, Pole figure, Superphone
Dng: 3D computer graphics software, Bighorn sheep, Headworks, Issa

(clan), Mainair Blade, Maple leaf, Metropolitan regions in Germany, Nu-
cleoside analogue, Peptide, Prefecture-level city, Revocation, Separable
state, Suicide attempt, Table setting
Language (X?): Fr:
Dfd: Ailier (handball), Anomère, Bague ecclésiastique, Civil township,

Douelle (Lot), Excentrique (visserie), Intégrale paramétrique, Isotopo-
logue, Logarithme d’une matrice, Organe de réserve, Organisme de
bassin versant, Plancher stalagmitique, Roulement de tambour
Dng: Études supérieures, Algèbre sur un corps, Aspirant, Coefficient

de transfert thermique, Croix de la Passion, Encorbellement, Fugue,
Grades de la Marine nationale (France), Immeuble de grande hauteur,
Jeu d’aventure graphique, Langage, Maître (arts martiaux), Matelot
Language (X?): Es:
Dfd: Agujero de tono, Bolsa Gamow, Brazalete (tela), Célula Hfr, Cur-

sor (base de datos), Diagrama de casos de uso, Ficha de datos de se-
guridad, Girómetro, Infusor de té, Láser Nd-YAG, Movimiento armónico
complejo, Operación ternaria, Peine de frecuencias ópticas, Unión civil
Dng: Brote de rayos gamma, Cartel (organización ilícita), Crisis

diplomática, Desastre natural, Embalse de usos múltiples, Forma mu-
sical, Juego en la nube, Lipoproteína, Minoría étnica, Periférico (infor-
mática), Phlebovirus, Sémola, Sal ácida, Título académico

Table 2: Examples of Wikipedia articles extracted as classes

only by one of Dfd or Dng from some language (X?)

the evaluation sets. Precision is the fraction of extracted classes
that also appear in the evaluation set (as gold classes or gold non-
classes), which are gold classes. Recall is the fraction of gold classes
from the evaluation set, which are extracted.

Run Eval Scores
Set P R F

Baseline runs:
BAcl SW 0.093 1.000 0.171

SD 0.036 1.000 0.070
SQ 0.362 1.000 0.532

BWrb SW 0.938 0.824 0.877
SD 0.914 0.438 0.593
SQ 0.973 0.702 0.816

Experimental runs:
E[En,Df d ] SW 0.966 0.638 0.768

SD 0.933 0.384 0.544
SQ 0.989 0.517 0.679

E[En,Dnд] SW 0.837 0.804 0.820
SD 1.000 0.096 0.175
SQ 0.979 0.387 0.554

E[En,Df d∪Dnд] SW 0.830 0.855 0.842
SD 0.938 0.411 0.571
SQ 0.979 0.652 0.783

E[LL,Df d ] SW 0.963 0.736 0.834
SD 0.909 0.411 0.566
SQ 0.986 0.605 0.750

E[LL,Dnд] SW 0.806 0.828 0.817
SD 1.000 0.123 0.220
SQ 0.980 0.412 0.580

E[LL,Df d∪Dnд] SW 0.799 0.875 0.835
SD 0.919 0.466 0.618
SQ 0.977 0.704 0.819

Table 3: Precision and recall over the evaluation sets. Com-

puted for baseline runs, as well as for experimental runs

with extraction from English (En) or from all languages (LL,

i.e., En∪Fr∪Es); and using various combinations of defined

(Dfd) or defining (Dng) phrases or both of them (Dfd∪Dng)

as evidence (P=precision; R=recall; F=balanced F-score)

Precision and Recall: Table 1 shows articles extracted as classes
simultaneously by both types of evidenceDfd andDng. Conversely,
Table 2 considers Dfd and Dng individually rather than in combi-
nation, showing random samples of articles extracted as classes by
one of the two types of evidence but not the other.

Table 3measures the performance of the experimental runs from
the method proposed here, against baseline runs from alternative
methods. Among experimental runs, combining evidence from all
languages gives better performance, as measured by F-scores, than
when extracting from each language individually. The results sug-
gest that Dfd and Dng offer complementary clues which, when
combined, extract a larger number of correct classes. The base-
line run BAcl achieves high recall at the expense of low precision.
Comparatively, the experimental runs extract better classes, as in-
dicated by F-scores that are higher across the evaluation sets. Fur-
thermore, the proposed method gives competitive results relative
to BWrb . This is encouraging, since the latter relies on more types
of evidence in more languages than the proposed method (cf. [20]).

5 RELATEDWORK

Previous work in open-domain information extraction [7, 8, 17]
often uses Wikipedia data [29, 30].
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Articles inWikipedia are organized into fine-grained categories,
which in turn are organized into iteratively coarser-grained cate-
gories. Collecting Wikipedia categories as classes would not be a
sufficient solution to the problem of identifying classes in Wiki-
pedia. Wikipedia categories often do not correspond to classes. In
addition, Wikipedia categories without a corresponding article, of
which there are many, have little utility, as suggested by existing
work where Wikipedia serves as the reference resource in some
task virtually always relying on articles rather than categories [1,
4, 11, 21, 23], with few exceptions [16].

Most methods that distinguish classes in Wikipedia [19, 34] re-
quire access to a part of speech tagger, a syntactic parser or a
named entity recognizer and apply to English data only. In con-
trast, our method does not need access to any linguistic processing
tools and is applicable to multiple languages. It proposes and inves-
tigates the approximation of occurrences of both defined and defin-
ing phrases, as evidence towards identifying classes; and achieves
competitive results when combining them, relative to using de-
fined phrases but not defining phrases as reported in [20]. The
latter also distinguishes classes without any linguistic processing
tools, based on various types of evidence within Wikipedia includ-
ing occurrences of defined phrases.

6 CONCLUSION

The lightweight detection of a small number of definitional con-
structs in Wikipedia articles, coupled with their disambiguation
based on internal hyperlinks in the articles, extracts classes at en-
couraging precision and recall. The constructs (patterns) being used
are simple and by nomeans exhaustive. Nevertheless, they identify
two types of evidence that, together, act as complementary signals.
Current work investigates other types of relevant constructs, be-
sides defined and defining phrases, that occur inWikipedia articles
and are evidence that the articles are classes.
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